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Smokeless Range®– Use of Force and Marksmanship Simulator
The Smokeless Range® by Laser Ammo is a high end, budget friendly, shooting simulator to train for marksmanship and use
of force. True to our philosophy, Laser Ammo is able to offer the expensive technology that has been previously used only by
government agencies, to firearms trainers, LEO/MIL departments, and recreational shooters.
With an unbelievable price, using the shooter’s own computer, home projector or TV, inexpensive screen or white wall, and a
Laser Ammo IR recoil gun or SureStrike TM laser using the shooter’s own firearms, any level of shooter can now train on their
core firearms drills, for their next IPSC or steel challenge competition, for any situational awareness or just for entertainment with the family in his comfort of their own home or office.
The Smokeless Range® includes a high-speed camera for infrared and red SureStrikeTM lasers, five different marksmanship
drills, and five additional recreational drills, including:
Marksmanship drills: Transitional Drills, Tracking Drills, Speed Drills, Moving Targets and Matching drills
Recreational drills: Dueling Tree, Trap Shooting, Target Shooting, Can Toss and Bomb Blast
Many additional add-ons are available to provide well-rounded training in various disciplines. 15 day free trials are available
for all of the Smokeless Range® add-ons at: http://smokelessdownload.com/index.html.
Need to operate within a smaller footprint with harsh lighting conditions (like a trade show or a small classroom)? Laser
Ammo is offering a camera upgrade to a short throw camera, that changes the original camera ratio 1:1.6., to a 1:0.5 ratio.
For example, if your screen size is 10 feet by 10 feet, with a regular camera, the camera and projector need to be set approximately 16 feet away from the screen. With a short throw camera, and a short throw projector you can be approximately 5
feet away from the screen.
Looking to purchase additional software? All software add-ons available for purchase separately, or as part of a package
as seen below.

Available as:

SKU / MSRP

ST SKU / MSRP

Smokeless Range® 2.0

SR001

SR001-ST

Firearms Trainer Combo (incl. Smokeless Range®, Open
Range & VST-P)

FTSC

FTSC-ST

Diamond Smokeless Range® Simulator Combo (inc. 8
different software add-ons)

DSCP002

DSCP002-ST

Short Throw Camera Upgrade

SHORT THROW UPGRADE
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Short throw camera
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Laser Ammo is the worldwide leader in laser base firearms training. With R&D in Israel, and sales office both in the USA and Europe,
our users include military, Law Enforcement, firearms trainers, competitive and recreational shooters alike. Our product philosophy is:
affordable, high quality products, that will allow any level of shooter to train anytime anywhere!

